Run report chardons corner 9th January 2017
Hares: 4 xxxx
Visitor. Mister viagra and one other
So the esteemed Gm back in the driving seat welcomed the visitors and to much applause advised on the fees for the
year. Embryo and fang seen disappearing as this was announced.
So off around the pub over Ipswich road and towards yeronga. Runners included a fit looking turbo and a surprise mover
up the field being Irish and anchovy. Headed down near the train station with a check and informal regroup before
continuing running parallel to the train line. Some intricate weaving between warehouses before doubling back up
towards Moorooka. At the Ipswich road junction and the trail was still heading out to Beaudesert!! Does 4xxxx.
Understand that the body cannot handle this? Now down to core runners after dropping off vaso (real early) Irish (even
earlier) and turbo (not sure). Eventually crossed road and up into towards Beaudesert road. This time scruffy and JC
piked out and shorted cutted directly to the pub. Still no sign of regroups. Evan leading the pack in the absence of tinker
bell. Craft moving steadily with anchovy improving by the minute. Bugs fell lame and dropped off the pace. Turbo back in
the pack from somewhere. Eventually staggered to the circle at the back of the pub.
VolunTeers called to assist with setting the mud run. Bugs slow in the uptake and was last man standing luckily Boxa had
already volunteered.
Reverend divot called out the miscreants:
New shoes meatiwhore.
JC for blowing up merc engine in a puddle of water. Unsure if insurance will cover and blamed miles for leading him into
the ditch
Snappy for nothing that I can remember
Miles the clear winner for refusing to school up his cousin who owns a strip joint with a bar in the centre of Brisbane and
getting subsidised drinks for the Friday thirst
Back to the pub and WELL DONE 4 xxxx for putting on free pizzas in the bar
Run 6 (needed more regroups)
Food 10
Circle always the best when the GM takes charge

